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The abyssal seafloor in the Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ) in the NE Pacific hosts the
largest abundance of polymetallic nodules in the deep sea and is being targeted as an
area for potential deep-sea mining. During nodule mining, seafloor sediment will be
brought into suspension by mining equipment, resulting in the formation of sediment
plumes, which will affect benthic and pelagic life not naturally adapted to any major
sediment transport and deposition events. To improve our understanding of sediment
plume dispersion and to support the development of plume dispersion models in this
specific deep-sea area, we conducted a small-scale, 12-hour disturbance experiment in
the German exploration contract area in the CCZ using a chain dredge. Sediment plume
dispersion and deposition was monitored using an array of optical and acoustic turbidity
sensors and current meters placed on platforms on the seafloor, and by visual inspection
of the seafloor before and after dredge deployment. We found that seafloor imagery could
be used to qualitatively visualise the redeposited sediment up to a distance of 100 m from
the source, and that sensors recording optical and acoustic backscatter are sensitive and
adequate tools to monitor the horizontal and vertical dispersion of the generated sediment
plume. Optical backscatter signals could be converted into absolute mass concentration
of suspended sediment to provide quantitative data on sediment dispersion. Vertical
profiles of acoustic backscatter recorded by current profilers provided qualitative insight
into the vertical extent of the sediment plume. Our monitoring setup proved to be very
useful for the monitoring of this small-scale experiment and can be seen as an exemplary
strategy for monitoring studies of future, upscaled mining trials. We recommend that such
larger trials include the use of AUVs for repeated seafloor imaging and water column
plume mapping (optical and acoustical), as well as the use of in-situ particle size sensors
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and/or particle cameras to better constrain the effect of suspended particle aggregation
on optical and acoustic backscatter signals.
Keywords: Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ), deep-sea mining, polymetallic nodules, sediment plume, plume monitoring,
dredge experiment, sensor array
1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the increasing demand for rawmaterials, deep-sea minerals
are being explored as potential new mineral resources (Glover and
Smith, 2003; Hoagland et al., 2010; Hein et al., 2013). One of these
resources are polymetallic nodules, found in the world’s oceans on
abyssal plains between 3200 and 6500 m water depth (Halbach
and Fellerer, 1980; Hein et al., 2013). These polymetallic nodules
are rich in metals such as Cu, Co, Ni and rare earth elements as
well as Mn, and are therefore of great economic interest (Wedding
et al., 2015). The area with the highest abundance of high-grade
nodules is the Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ), located in the
north-eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean between Hawaii and
Mexico (Halbach and Fellerer, 1980). Mining of these
polymetallic nodules will unequivocally result in environmental
pressures that will have an impact on the surrounding deep-sea
environment. These include mobilisation and compaction of
surface sediment, removal of nodules as hard substrate for
benthic life, removal of fauna from the seafloor and deposition
of suspended sediment in the mined area and its surroundings.
Sediment plumes that are produced by the mining vehicle’s
propulsion and nodule collector system or produced by the
discharge of surplus water, sediment and nodule fines from the
mining vessel will affect benthic and pelagic life, respectively, over
wide areas beyond the actual mined stretches on the seafloor (e.g.,
Berelson et al., 1997; Smith and Demopoulos, 2003; Drazen et al.,
2020). Most of the suspended sediment produced by the mining
vehicle is expected to deposit in the vicinity of the disturbance site
(Jankowski and Zielke, 2001; Rolinski et al., 2001), smothering
benthic fauna under a layer of sediment. Further away, potentially
up to several kilometres from the mining site, the suspended
sediment concentration in bottom waters may still be sufficient to
clog the feeding and respiratory surfaces of filter feeders (Kutti
et al., 2015). In addition to the plumes directly produced by the
mining process, meso-scale eddies have the potential to resuspend
freshly settled sediment and disperse it over an even larger area
(Aleynik et al., 2017). Although tolerances of deep-sea fauna in the
CCZ to enhanced sediment deposition rates and suspended
sediment concentration are currently unknown, it is of great
importance that the dispersion of sediment plumes, and the
extent of their environmental footprint, can be predicted
accurately before the start of any commercial nodule mining, as
well as can be verified once the operation has started. Thus,
potential impacts observed in deep-sea fauna in the
surroundings of the mining site may be linked to levels of
exposure to suspended and redeposited sediment.

To date, several plume dispersion studies have been performed
during seafloor impact experiments (e.g., Jones et al., 2017;
Gausepohl et al., 2020 and references therein), some of these in
areas which are licensed for mineral exploration. These studies
in.org 2
focused on the resettling of sediment, as inferred from sediment trap
data or from seafloor imagery (Barnett and Suzuki, 1997; Yamazaki
et al., 1997; Peukert et al., 2018; Gausepohl et al., 2020), as well as on
the monitoring of the suspended sediment plumes (e.g., Lavelle
et al., 1982; Brockett and Richards, 1994). Based on observations of
sediment plume dispersion and plume settlement, model
predictions have previously been made (e.g., Nakata et al., 1997;
Jankowski ; Rolinski et al., 2001; Zielke, 2001). However,
comprehensive monitoring of the dispersion of the generated
plumes was often limited by the available deep-sea technology at
those times (e.g., point sensors rather than profilers; reduced
navigational precision of ships and equipment; no AUVs and
ROVs). Furthermore, comprehensive plume monitoring requires
a spatially large and diverse sensor array around the mining/test site
(Spearman et al., 2020; Baeye et al., 2022). Recent plume dispersion
studies highlighted the importance of particle aggregation processes
within the plume, which speeds up sediment settling and hence
restricts the spatial dispersion of the plumes (Gillard et al., 2019).
However, plume aggregation processes have not been considered in
most of the previous modelling studies.

To better understand the environmental impacts of deep-sea
mining activities, comprehensive monitoring experiments and
modelling exercises that include field data on plume dispersion
and sediment redeposition are urgently required. As part of the
European MiningImpact 2 project of the Joint Programming
Initiative Healthy and Productive Seas and Oceans (2018-2022),
we aimed to monitor the dispersion of the sediment plume
generated during a trial of the DEME-GSR Patania II pre-
prototype industrial mining vehicle in the Belgian and German
exploration contract areas in the CCZ in 2019. This trial would
offer a unique opportunity to investigate the environmental
pressures and impacts arising from a sub-industrial-scale
nodule mining operation on the seafloor. Monitoring of the
Patania II plume was originally planned to be conducted during
the RV Sonne cruise SO268 in spring 2019, carried out in parallel
with the Patania II trial in the same area, but needed to
be postponed until spring 2021 due to a technical problem
associated with the mining vehicle’s power supply (Haeckel
and Linke, 2021). As an alternative experiment during SO268,
we conducted a small-scale, plume monitoring experiment
using a 1-m-wide dredge to produce a plume for a period of
approximately 12 hours. The dispersion of the sediment
plume was monitored at high resolution with an array of
different stationary platforms equipped with optical and
acoustic sensors in combination with visual seafloor
observations made during remotely operated vehicle (ROV)
and towed camera deployments.

In this study, we present and discuss the visual- and sensor-
based data of the dredge experiment and present a monitoring
concept and strategy for deep-sea operations, including data
June 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 882155
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management. The results of our study were already used to
validate and calibrate a plume dispersion model (Purkiani et al.,
2021) and the experiences and knowledge gained were used to
construct and execute a detailed plume monitoring survey for the
Patania II test-mining activities in spring 2021.
2 WORKING AREA

The CCZ in the north-eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean stretches
from Hawaii to Mexico and is bounded by the Clarion Fracture
Zone in the north (~ 15°N) and the Clipperton Fracture Zone in
the south (~5°N) (Figure 1A). The dredge experiment was
conducted in the eastern German exploration contract area at
ca. 11.86°N 117.01°W (Figures 1A–C). This contract area features
different geomorphological settings at water depths between 4500
and 2000 m, including gently sloping terrain (≤3° in our study
area), NNW-SSE trending ridges and valleys and isolated and
clustered seamounts occasionally rising to 2 kilometres above the
surrounding abyssal plain (Rühlemann et al., 2011).

The surface sediment consists of a mixture of siliceous ooze
and deep-sea clay, containing small amounts of detrital
carbonate and volcanic material (BGR Bundanstalt für
FIGURE 1 | (A) Map showing the overall location of the CCZ with the German ex
shown in more detail in the insets (B, C). The abbreviation APEI stands for Area o
stands for Exclusive Economic Zone (source: https://www.marineregions.org). (D
tracks. The trajectory of the dredge on the bottom was measured during dredging
Post-dredging visual inspection using USBL-navigated OFOS and ROV video foot
platforms of the different scientific institutes involved have been allocated different
(Martıńez Arbizu and Haeckel, 2015; Peukert et al., 2018) and SO268 (Gazis, 202
the darker contours and 25 m for the shaded contours, in Figure (C, D) the isoba
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Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, 2018). Surface sediments
have a median grain size of 20 mm and a size distribution
of <10 mm (28%), 10-63 mm (57%), and >63 mm (15%)
(Gillard et al., 2019). The porosity of the top 10 cm is about
84-93% and wet bulk density amounts to 1.2 g cm-3 (BGR
Bundanstalt für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, 2018). The
surface of the seafloor at the dredge experiment location is
covered with manganese nodules with a size range from 3 to
13.5 cm, covering about 49% of the seafloor (Schoening and
Gazis, 2019a; Schoening and Gazis, 2019b).

The bottom currents are characterised by a semi-diurnal M2
tidal cycle, as well as a diurnal S1 tidal cycle (Aleynik et al., 2017).
Generally, the bottom current speeds are low, with average
speeds of approximately 3.5 cm s-1 and peak values usually
below 10 cm s-1. However, during the passage of mesoscale
eddies, which have their clearest expression at the ocean surface
but of which the effect occasionally extends to the seafloor at >4
km depth, average current speeds increase to ~8 cm s-1, with
peak values of up to 24 cm s-1 (Aleynik et al., 2017). Whilst
background bottom currents are probably not strong enough to
resuspend surface sediment most of the time, resuspension might
well occur under peak bottom currents associated with these
mesoscale eddies (Purkiani et al., 2020). Direct observations of
ploration contract areas marked in red. The area of the dredge experiment is
f Particular Environmental Interest (source: https://isa.org.jm) and EEZ
) Locations of the sensor platforms and SLIC boxes in relation to the dredge
using a USBL beacon mounted to the wire 500 m ahead of the dredge.

age improved the accuracy of the observed dredge track locations. Sensor
colours. Bathymetric data were gathered during RV Sonne cruises SO239
0; Haeckel and Linke, 2021). The isobath contour interval in (B) is 100 m for
th contour interval is 0.5 m.
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sediment resuspension by eddies do not exist from the area.
However, the occurrence of intermittent resuspension events was
inferred from the observation that nodules covered by sediment
settled from a plume around an epibenthic sledge (EBS) track in
2015 (Peukert et al., 2018) were free of sediment cover when the
EBS track was revisited in 2019 during the SO268 cruise (Haeckel
and Linke, 2021). With several mesoscale eddies passing
annually over the area (Purkiani et al., in review), it is not
unlikely that at least one eddy between 2015 and 2019 has been
strong enough to remove and redistribute the sediment settled
on the seafloor in 2015.
3 METHODS

3.1 Monitoring Plume Dispersion and
Sediment Redeposition
In this small-scale plume dispersion experiment, a 1 m wide
chain dredge (Figure 2) was deployed to generate a sediment
plume. The dredge was dragged over the seafloor in 11 WSW-
ENE trending hauls of ~500 m length each with an average speed
of 0.2 m s-1 (Table 1). It took between 40 and 60 min to complete
each haul. At the end of each haul, the dredge was lifted 250-350
m above the seafloor to bring it vertically below the ship, and
then lowered back to the seafloor for the next haul. The dredging
was carried out on the 11th of April 2019 and lasted for 12.5
hours (06:30 – 19:00 UTC).

To monitor the dispersion of the generated sediment plume
and mass concentration of suspended particulate matter (SPM),
15 sensor platforms were distributed around the dredge tracks
prior to dredge deployment (Figure 1D). The sensor platforms
were equipped with different types of optical and acoustic sensors
FIGURE 2 | (A) The 1-m-wide geological chain dredge that was used to create a se
Floor Observatory System (OFOS) of the RV Sonne (Photo courtesy: Yasemin Bodur)
Henko de Stigter).
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for recording speed and direction of near-bottom currents, as
well as bottom water turbidity. The platforms can be categorised
into 5 different types:

1) Tripods equipped with an upward-looking Nortek Aquadopp 2
MHz current profiler recording current speed, current direction,
and acoustic backscatter, and a JFE Advantech optical
backscatter sensor (OBS) recording turbidity. NIOZ deployed
seven of these platforms, named NIOZ_PFM-02 to -08.

2) Tripods equipped with a Nortek ADV current meter
recording current speed and direction, together with a JFE
Advantech OBS recording turbidity. GEOMAR deployed two
of these platforms, named GMR_PFM-07 and -08.

3) Tripod frames with an upward-looking RDI Workhorse 300
kHz ADCP cardanically suspended in the frame, recording
current speed, current direction, and acoustic backscatter.
GEOMAR deployed two of these platforms, named
GMR_PFM-09 and -10.

4) Frames holding a SeaBird 19+ CTD placed upright on the
seafloor on a rectangular base plate, recording conductivity,
temperature, and pressure as well as turbidity using two
Seapoint OBSs recording turbidity. RBINS deployed three
of these platforms, named RBINS_PFM-01 to -03.

5) A Bottom Boundary (BoBo) lander (van Weering et al., 2000)
equipped with an upward-looking RDI Workhorse 300 kHz
ADCP and a downward-looking RDI Workhorse 1200 kHz
ADCP, recording current speed and direction and acoustic
backscatter, a SeaBird 16+ CTD recording conductivity,
temperature, pressure, and turbidity through a WetLabs
FLNTU OBS, and a stand-alone JFE Advantech OBS
recording turbidity. One BoBo lander was deployed by
NIOZ, named NIOZ_PFM-01.
diment plume in our study (photo courtesy: Henko de Stigter). (B) The Ocean
. (C) Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV) GEOMAR KIEL 6000 (Photo courtesy:
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TABLE 1 | Dredge times (UTC) and positions (longitude, latitude) of each haul on the 11th of April 2019.

Haul Start time End time Start position End position

1 08:03 08:42 11°51.758 ‘N 117°00.851 ‘W 11°51.799 ‘N 117°00.676 ‘W
2 09:03 09:45 11°51.793 ‘N 117°00.673 ‘W 11°51.766 ‘N 117°00.840 ‘W
3 10:07 10:40 11°51.779 ‘N 117°00.808 ‘W 11°51.823 ‘N 117°00.633 ‘W
4 11:02 11:42 11°51.812 ‘N 117°00.638 ‘W 11°51.775 ‘N 117°00.848 ‘W
5 12:08 12:37 11°51.779 ‘N 117°00.862 ‘W 11°51.823 ‘N 117°00.679 ‘W
6 13:02 13:29 11°51.805 ‘N 117°00.725 ‘W 11°51.769 ‘N 117°00.898 ‘W
7 13:50 14:15 11°51.770 ‘N 117°00.902 ‘W 11°51.807 ‘N 117°00.745 ‘W
8 14:35 15:03 11°51.802 ‘N 117°00.767 ‘W 11°51.767 ‘N 117°00.928 ‘W
9 15:27 15:49 11°51.771 ‘N 117°00.903 ‘W 11°51.809 ‘N 117°00.761 ‘W
10 16:18 16:41 11°51.782 ‘N 117°00.721 ‘W 11°51.750 ‘N 117°00.857 ‘W
11 17:02 17:23 11°51.749 ‘N 117°00.836 ‘W 11°51.782 ‘N 117°00.704 ‘W

The trajectory of the dredge on the bottom was measured during dredging using a USBL beacon mounted to the wire 500 m ahead of the dredge. Post-dredging visual inspection using
USBL-navigated OFOS and ROV video footage improved the accuracy of the observed dredge track locations.

Haalboom et al. Monitoring of Anthropogenic Sediment Plumes
A summary of the sensor platform specifications, including
information on measuring range, sampling intervals and
deployment and recovery times is provided in Table 2.

The initial sensor layout for monitoring the plume generated
by Patania II was based on a plume dispersion probability map,
produced on the basis of numerical simulation using the MIT-
gcm hydrodynamic model combined with a sediment transport
module (for a detailed description see Purkiani et al., 2021)
(Figure 3). The numerical model was driven by 10 years of wind
data, affecting the oceans’ surface currents (2009-2019;
Figure 3A) and throughout the open boundaries with
horizontal current velocities obtained from a reanalysis of
model products of HYCOM (Purkiani et al., 2021). Model
results were validated with long-term current data acquired
through oceanographic mooring deployments by BGR
(Figure 3C). Based on the model prediction, sediment plume
sensors were planned to be distributed over kilometres. For the
dredge experiment, the sensor array had to be downscaled in
extent to adjust to a much smaller plume generated over a
shorter timeframe than anticipated for the Patania II trial (12
h vs. 4 days). The overall NNW-SSE spread of sensors as in the
original layout was maintained, as this was based on the long-
term prediction of current direction at the time during and after
the experiment, but sensors were distributed much closer to each
other and to the dredge area. Furthermore, sensors were not only
placed SSE of the dredge area according to the most probable
current direction, but also NNW of the dredge area to register
plume dispersion in opposite direction. The different sensor
platforms were distributed at distances of 100 to 475 m away
from the planned dredge area (Figure 1D). Despite that the
experiment described in Peukert et al. (2018) showed almost no
blanketing beyond 100 m distance from the disturbance site (EBS
track), the sensors were placed not closer than 100 m from the
planned dredge tracks to allow some navigation inaccuracy in
towing of the dredge in 4120 m water depth. The majority of the
sensor platforms were distributed on two parallel lines spaced
200 m apart and perpendicular to the WSW-ENE trending
dredge tracks. This distribution provided replication of the
plume signal recordings on either side of the dredge tracks and
enabled for a more comprehensive monitoring of the spatial
distribution of mobilised sediments. Along these two parallel
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 5
lines the sensor platforms were placed 100, 200 and 300 m away
from the dredge area, with platforms GMR_PFM-09 and
GMR_PFM-10 located in the middle of the sensor array at
respectively 120 m north and 175 m south of the dredge tracks
(Figure 1D). The BoBo lander (NIOZ_PFM-01) was placed 475
m north of the dredge tracks. This was because the lander was
deployed free fall, making accurate positioning difficult. BoBo
served as a reference for background conditions and to record
the far-field plume in case the current direction would be
towards the north. All other sensor platforms were deployed
accurately by ROV, allowing to monitor gradients of SPM
concentration at varying distances away from the dredge tracks.

Most of the sensors along the western line were set to record
the dredge plume at a relatively high sampling rate that allowed
high temporal resolution but limited their battery lifetime to
approx. 1 week (Table 2). Sensors along the eastern line were set
to record at a lower sampling rate to extend battery lifetime to 6
weeks or more. This setting sacrificed temporal resolution during
the plume monitoring experiment to extend the recording
timeframe of the sensors, in order to potentially record
resuspension of deposited plume sediment under the influence
of a mesoscale eddy that was concomitantly passing over the
German exploration contract area in a westward direction at this
time (Purkiani et al., in review). To increase spatial resolution
two sensor platforms (NIOZ_PFM-03 and NIOZ_PFM-07) were
relocated one day after dredging (12th of April) into the dredge
tracks, to monitor potential resuspension at a place where the
deposited sediment thickness was expected to be highest.

Visual inspection of sediment deposition was undertaken using
video cameras on the towed Ocean Floor Observations System
(OFOS) and on GEOMAR’s KIEL 6000 ROV (Figure 2). Video
footage of both OFOS and ROVwas manually annotated during the
deployments using the OFOP software package (Huetten and
Greinert, 2008). Preliminary seafloor categories were “dredge
track”, “faint sediment coverage (<1 mm)”, “thick sediment
coverage (>1 mm)” and “no sediment coverage”. Additionally, 16
Sediment Level IndiCator (SLIC) boxes were deployed throughout
the sensor array, with some only 50 m away from the dredge tracks
(Figure 1D). These SLIC boxes were originally intended to collect
sediment from the Patania II induced plume, and then to be
photographed by the ROV or an autonomous underwater vehicle
June 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 882155
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TABLE 2 | Specifications of all sensors used in the monitoring array around the dredge experiment site.

5) BoBo lander
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200 m north
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100 m north

e, 0.5 m
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e, 0.5 m
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e, 0.5 m
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size, 0.5
100 m south

e, 0.5 m
200 m south

300 m north

300 m south

size, 120 m north

size, 175 m south

300 m north
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1) AQD tripod 2) ADV tripod 3) ADCP tripod 4) CTD

Platforma Type Sensor Mounted at Settings

NIOZ_PFM-01 5 CTD SBE16 + WetLabs FLNTU
JFE Advantech OBS
Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 1200
kHz
Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

2 mab
2 mab
2 mab
4 mab

5 min interval, 40 cycles
10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
5 min interval, 50 pings/ensemble, 15 bins, 0.2 m b
0.67 m blanking distance
5 min interval, 80 pings/ensemble, 35 bins, 2 m bin
4.23 m blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-02 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
5 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-03 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
5 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
mblanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-04 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
5 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-05 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

2 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-06 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

1 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-07 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp HR 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

2 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 14 pings, 1 Hz, 18 bins, 100 mm bin
m blanking distance

NIOZ_PFM-08 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

1 mab
0.75 mab

2 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 60 pings, 1 Hz, 20 bins, 0.5 m bin siz
blanking distance

GMR_PFM-07 2 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Velocimeter 6 MHz

1 mab
0.25 mab

10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 120 pings, 64 Hz

GMR_PFM-08 2 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Velocimeter 6 MHz

1 mab
0.25 mab

10 min interval, 15 samples, 1 Hz
1 min interval, 120 pings, 64 Hz

GMR_PFM-09 3 Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

0.75 mab 5 min interval, 80 pings/ensemble, 35 bins, 2 m bin
4.22 m blanking distance

GMR_PFM-10 3 Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

0.75 mab 5 min interval, 80 pings/ensemble, 35 bins, 2 m bin
4.22 m blanking distance

RBINS_PFM-01 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 1 mab 5 min interval, 40 cycles; 1 mab
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TABLE 2 | Continued

5) BoBo lander

Location

100 m south

300 m south

easuring range turbidity Valid measuring range
currents

3 mab (bins 1 – 6)
23 mab, 23.23 – 37.23

, 9 – 15)

0.73 – 0.93 mab (bins 3
– 6)
17.23 - 21.23, 25.23 –

29.23 mab
(bins 6, 7, 10 and 11)

5 mab (bins 1 – 10)
1.25 – 2.75 mab (bins 1
– 3)

5 mab (bins 1 – 10)
1.25 – 2.75 mab (bins 1
– 3)

5 mab (bins 1 – 12)
1.25 – 2.75 mab (bins 1
– 3)

5 mab (bins 1 – 10)
1.25 – 3.25 mab (bins 1
– 4)

5 mab (bins 1 – 12)
1.25 – 2.75 mab (bins 1
– 3)

5 mab (bins 1 – 18)
1.35 – 3.05 mab (bins 1
– 18)

5 mab (bins 1 – 8)
1.25 – 2.25 mab (bins 1
– 2)
0.25 mab

0.25 mab

b (bins 3 – 20) 17 – 29 mab (bins 7 – 12)

ab (bins 6 – 28) 17 – 29 mab (bins 7 – 12)

H
aalboom

et
al.

M
onitoring

ofA
nthropogenic

S
edim

ent
P
lum

es

Front
1) AQD tripod 2) ADV tripod 3) ADCP tripod 4) CTD

Platforma Type Sensor Mounted at Settings

RBINS_PFM-02 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 1 mab 5 min interval, 40 cycles; 1 mab

RBINS_PFM-03 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 1 mab 5 min interval, 40 cycles; 1 mab

Platforma Type Sensor Deployment Recovery Valid m

NIOZ_PFM-01 5 CTD SBE16 + WetLabs FLNTU
JFE Advantech OBS
Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 1200
kHz
Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

07-04-2019 16:30 15-05-2019 21:54 2 mab
2 mab
0.13 – 1.3
9.23 – 21
mab
(bins 2 – 7

NIOZ_PFM-02 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

08-04-2019 18:21:32 14-05-2019 19:36:24 1 mab
1.25 – 6.2

NIOZ_PFM-03 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

08-04-2019 17:55:30 14-05-2019 19:15:12 1 mab
1.25 – 6.2

NIOZ_PFM-04 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

10-04-2019 19:21:33 12-05-2019 21:10:11 1 mab
1.25 – 7.2

NIOZ_PFM-05 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

08-04-2019 18:41:02 14-05-2019 20:00:45 1 mab
1.25 – 6.2

NIOZ_PFM-06 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

08-04-2019 17:38:58 13-04-2019 00:27:41 1 mab
1.25 – 7.2

NIOZ_PFM-07 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp HR 2 MHz

10-04-2019 19:50:47 14-05-2019 00:48:51 1 mab
1.35 – 3.0

NIOZ_PFM-08 1 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Aquadopp 2 MHz

10-04-2019 19:00:24 12-05-2019 21:42:13 1 mab
1.25 – 6.5

GMR_PFM-07 2 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Velocimeter

08-04-2019 19:14:27 14-05-2019 20:29:42 1 mab
0.25 mab

GMR_PFM-08 2 JFE Advantech OBS
Nortek Velocimeter

10-04-2019 21:29:19 12-05-2019 16:42:22 1 mab
0.25 mab

GMR_PFM-09 3 Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

08-04-2019 17:13:26 14-05-2019 00:18:12 9 – 45 ma

GMR_PFM-10 3 Teledyne RDI Workhorse Sentinel 300
kHz

08-04-2019 21:50:10 12-05-2019 22:09:11 15 – 61 m

RBINS_PFM-01 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 08-04-2019 19:43:01 14-05-2019 21:17:57 1 mab
RBINS_PFM-02 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 08-04-2019 22:24:55 12-05-2019 20:12:52 1 mab
RBINS_PFM-03 4 CTD SBE19+ + 2 Seapoint OBS 08-04-2019 22:54:51 12-05-2019 20:42:04 1 mab

aNaming of the sensor platforms was based on the name of the project partner who provided the platforms to ensure proper data management.
(Photo courtesy platform 1-4: GEOMAR, ROV Team Kiel 6000; Photo courtesy platform 5: Sabine Haalboom).
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Haalboom et al. Monitoring of Anthropogenic Sediment Plumes
(AUV). This would provide an estimation of the thickness of the
sediment drape deposited from the plume. However, since the
remobilised sediment from the small-scale dredge experiment was
orders of magnitude lower than what was expected from a mining
plume, the SLIC boxes only provided a qualitative impression of the
sediment redeposition. The SLIC boxes were photographed by the
ROV immediately after their deployment and revisited 24 to 30
hours after dredging to assess sediment deposition qualitatively
(Supplementary Figure 1).
3.2 Data Processing and
Quality Assessment
Sensor data were averaged over the set ensemble interval either
internally during the recording process (RDI Workhorse ADCP;
Nortek Aquadopp profiler; WetLabs FLNTU OBS; Seapoint
OBS) or externally during data evaluation (JFE Advantech
OBS) (see Table 2). The quality of the turbidity data recorded
by the optical sensors (JFE Advantech OBS; WetLabs FLNTU
OBS; Seapoint OBS) was assessed by a feasibility check and
showed no signs of spurious turbidity values or instrumental
drift. Furthermore, data recorded during deployment,
relocations and/or recovery of the sensor platforms was
removed. The quality and reliability of the acoustic data
(current speed and acoustic backscatter data) was checked for
each acoustic bin of the respective ADCP. Current speed and
direction data were generally discarded from bins for which the
standard deviation of the u- and/or v-velocity was more than
0.050 m s-1, as this value represents the upper limit of the
background current velocities (Aleynik et al., 2017). This
typically coincides with bins where the acoustic backscatter
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 8
was lower than 25 counts or 40 counts for the Nortek
Aquadopp and RDI Workhorse ADCP respectively, which are
provided as a lower limit for good data by the manufacturers
(Nortek, 2017; Deines, 1999). Table 2 specifies for each sensor
which bins were regarded as valid for current speed and direction
as well as backscatter intensity.

The recorded acoustic backscatter in counts for the RDI and
Nortek sensors were converted to (uncalibrated) acoustic
backscatter (ABS) in decibels using Eq. 1 (Lohrmann, 2001),
correcting the recorded signal for loss by acoustic spreading and
absorption by water (aw):

ABS dB½ � = 0:46 ∗ABS counts½ � + 20 ∗ log10 Rð Þ + 2awR

+ 20 ∗R
Z

apdr (Eq: 1)

where the value of 0.46 represents the count-to-decibel
conversion factor (kc = 127/(T + 237.15)) (Manik et al., 2020),
with T as seawater temperature, R represents the distance from
the transducer head to the middle of the measurement bin in
metres, and aw and ap represent the absorption coefficient by
water and particles, respectively. The water absorption coefficient
(aw) was determined following the Ainslie and McColm (1998)
model, with temperature, depth, and salinity values of 1.5°C, 4.3
km and 34.7, respectively. This results in a water absorption
coefficient of 1451.7 dB km-1 for the 2 MHz Nortek Aquadopp
profilers and coefficients of 530.2 dB km-1 and 44.2 dB km-1 for
the 1200 kHz and 300 kHz RDIWorkhorse ADCPs, respectively.
In our calculation we discarded particle absorption ap, which is
unknown but considered to be negligible at the measured low
concentrations of SPM.
A B D

E F

C

FIGURE 3 | Development of plume dispersion probability map, used as a basis for determining the actual sensor layout for plume monitoring. (A) Gathering 10-year
wind forecast. (B) Forcing data in the MIT-gcm hydrodynamic model. (C) Validation of the model using long-term mooring current data as obtained by BGR. (D)
Temporal analysis of plume dispersion based on integration of a sediment transport module. (E) Plume dispersion probability map. (F) Plume sensor layout map.
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Haalboom et al. Monitoring of Anthropogenic Sediment Plumes
3.3 (Inter)calibration of Turbidity Sensors
Three different types of optical backscatter sensors were used in this
study (JFE Advantech, WetLabs FLNTU and Seapoint OBS). For
converting the sensor outputs to SPM mass concentration (mg dry
weight L-1), it is essential to (inter)calibrate the sensors for the type
of sediment present in the area. To achieve this, sensors were
immersed in sediment suspensions of stepwise increasing
concentration contained in a 50 L container, after which sensor
response in FTU, NTU or voltage was recorded for one or two
minutes. The calibration was carried out on board the research
vessel in a darkened, cold room at 4°C. To avoid interference
between instruments and provide sufficient sensor reading
windows, each sensor was calibrated separately (Supplementary
Figure 2). Stock suspensions had been prepared prior to the cruise
from the top 10 cm sediment layer of a box corer sample taken in
the German exploration contract area by BGR (sample KG-172,
research cruise SO262) mixed with artificial seawater. By adding
doses of stock suspension to the 50 L calibration container filled
with unfiltered bottom water collected from the test site, the SPM
mass concentration was increased in seven steps from 0 mg L-1 to
1640 mg L-1. This SPM range was chosen to cover all sensor-specific
detection limits and to include one additional step to assure
complete detection range coverage. The outlet of a pump system
(3000 L h-1) was placed at 45° onto the container bottom to assure
complete mixing during calibration. The sensors recorded the
turbidity at their highest sampling rate (1 to 10 seconds). To
determine the SPM mass concentration of the successive
calibration suspensions, triplicate samples (36.12 ± 0.57 mL) were
taken from the suspension after each calibration step. After the
cruise, the complete volume of these sub-samples was filtered
through a dried, pre-weighed 25 mm diameter, 0.2 mm cellulose
acetate filter (Sartorius). After each filtration, the filter was carefully
rinsed twice with Milli-Q water to remove remaining salt and dried
before it was weighed to obtain the sediment weight. The drying of
the clean filter or the filtered sample occurred in an oven (Heraeus,
Thermo Scientific) at 60°C for 48 hours. The turbidity values
recorded by the sensors showed a good linear relationship with
the corresponding SPM mass concentrations for all the OBSs, with
an R2 of ~0.98 (Figure 4A for the OBSs used on platforms
NIOZ_PFM-08 and RBINS_PFM-03). The sensor-specific linear
relation was used for the conversion of sensor output data to SPM
mass concentration.

The acoustic backscatter recorded by the acoustic sensors could
not be directly calibrated on board in a similar manner as done for
the OBSs, due to the relatively large minimum measurement range
of the acoustic sensors. Following a practice described in other
studies (e.g., Fettweis et al., 2019; Haalboom et al., 2021), the Nortek
Aquadopp sensors were calibrated in situ by reference to the SPM
mass concentration derived from a calibrated OBS placed close to
the first valid measurement bin of the Aquadopp. This is
exemplarily shown for sensors of platform NIOZ_PFM-08. The
lowermost bin of the Nortek Aquadopp was at 1.25 metres above
bed (mab), while the JFE OBS was recording at 1 mab. As shown in
Figure 7 the recorded turbidity patterns show similarities in terms
of amplitude and timing on the 11th of April. The cross-comparison
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 9
of these data points (SPM mass concentration on a linear scale,
acoustic backscatter as decibels; Figure 4B) revealed a significant (p
< 0.001), though not particularly strong (R2 = 0.6855) log10 relation
between these two time series. Applying this relationship to convert
the acoustic backscatter levels to SPM mass concentration results
overall in a much higher estimate of the SPM mass concentration
compared to what was inferred from the OBSs. Due to these large
differences and uncertainties about what exactly caused them, we
refrain from using the acoustic backscatter results in any
quantitative analysis. Even so, the acoustic backscatter data
(converted to dB) provide valuable qualitative insight in the
occurrence of sediment plumes in time and space, in particular
regarding the vertical extent of these plumes above the seabed.

3.4 Different Particle Size Sensitivity of
Turbidity Sensors
Optical backscatter sensors are known to be more sensitive to fine-
grained particles, whilst their sensitivity decreases with increasing
particle size (e.g., Downing, 2006). For acoustic sensors, the
sensitivity depends on the particle size and other particle
parameters (e.g., density, shape; Fettweis et al., 2019 and
references therein) as well as on the operating frequency of the
acoustic device (e.g., Wilson and Hay, 2015). However, to gain a
basic comparison of the particle size sensitivity of the used acoustic
sensors, the simple approximation from Lohrmann (2001) can be
used. The model states that the sensor response is at its maximum
when ka = 1, with k being the acoustic wave number given as k =
2p f
c , with f being the operating frequency and c the speed of sound,
and a the particle radius. For particle radii of ka < 1 the acoustic
sensitivity decreases proportionally to the particle radius to the
fourth power, and for particle radii of ka > 1 the acoustic sensitivity
is predicted to behave inversely proportional to the particle radius.
Applying this to the acoustic sensors used in our plume monitoring
experiment, operating at 300 kHz, 1200 kHz and 2000 kHz
(Table 2), these sensors have maximum sensitivity for particles of,
respectively, 1618 mm, 404 mm and 242 mm diameter, taking the
speed of sound as in the study area at 4 km depth (1525 m s-1).
Already at a tenth of this diameter (162 mm, 40 mm and 24 mm
respectively), the sensitivity of these sensors decreases by
approximately -40 dB (factor 10.000).

3.5 Water Column SPM Mass
Concentration
During the SO268 cruise, five CTD casts were performed in the
dredge area to determine the SPM mass concentration in the
water column. During each of the CTD casts, a bottom water
sample (~4119 m water depth) was taken in duplicate using 11 L
Niskin bottles. From the Niskin bottles, subsamples of either 4.5
L or 9 L were drawn (Table 3) and filtered on board over 47 mm
diameter, 0.4 mm pre-weighed Millipore polycarbonate filters.
The filters were rinsed with Milli-Q to remove salt and stored at
-20°C until further analysis. In the laboratory at NIOZ, the
thawed filters were rinsed again with Milli-Q to remove still
remaining salt, and subsequently freeze-dried and weighed to
determine the weight of SPM per volume of filtered seawater.
June 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 882155
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4 RESULTS

4.1 Bottom Water Background
Characteristics
Based on CTD data, the bottom water in the study area is
characterised by a temperature of 1.5°C, a salinity of 34.7, a
density (s-q) of 27.8 kg m-3, and SPM mass concentrations of
0.02 mg L-1, as inferred from the JFE Advantech OBS
(Supplementary Figure 3). Such low concentrations correspond
to values obtained from the Niskin water samples collected in
undisturbed, clear bottomwater, which showed average SPMmass
concentrations of 0.017 ± 0.006 mg L-1. Low turbidity values were
recorded throughout the water column below thermocline depth,
and no increase in turbidity towards the seafloor that would
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 10
indicate the presence of a bottom nepheloid layer was detected.
Throughout the 6 weeks of monitoring, mean current speeds close
to the seafloor (< 20 mab) were about 4 cm s-1, predominantly in
southeast direction, with alternations towards the north. Higher in
the water column, between 20 and 30 mab, mean current speeds
increased to 6 cm s-1, still having the same dominant current
direction. Spectral analysis showed that the current regime is
dominated by the semidiurnal and diurnal tidal harmonic
components M2 and K1 (Supplement Figure 4).

4.2 Visual Observations of the Dredge’s
Impact on the Seafloor
Based on the ROV and OFOS images (Figure 5) it could be
confirmed that the dredge did not remove or stir up the sediment
A

B

FIGURE 4 | (A) Correlation between recorded turbidity of several optical backscatter sensors (OBSs) as measured during onboard calibration and SPM mass
concentration. Results are shown for the JFE Advantech OBS NIOZ_ENV14 as used on platform NIOZ_PFM-08 (blue) and the Seapoint OBS RBINS_ENV08 (SP1;
green solid squares) and Seapoint OBS RBINS_ENV09 (SP2; green open squares), used on sensor platform RBINS_PFM-03. The linear regressions are used for the
conversion of the recorded turbidity signal into SPM mass concentration. Note that for the Seapoint OBSs the regression line is only fitted to the first 4 or 5 points,
as the other higher calibration steps were beyond the saturation level of these OBSs, resulting in a constant response (saturation) of these sensors above 100 NTU.
(B) Correlation between SPM mass concentration as recorded at sensor platform NIOZ_PFM-08 (200 m south of the dredge tracks) by a JFE Advantech OBS (x-
axis) and converted acoustic backscatter in dB as recorded by the Nortek Aquadopp profiler (y-axis) at the same site on the 11th of April.
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equally along its predefined tracks. The dredge was effectively
dragged over the seafloor along some parts of the transects, with
much of the sediment being pushed aside as a cohesive mass and
thus not fully put into suspension. Along other parts of the
dredge tracks, we found that the dredge had bounced over the
seafloor and had hardly touched the seafloor at all, or only
scratched the surface. Furthermore, lumps of cohesive sediment
were observed to be scattered outside of the dredge tracks, which
most likely were dropped when the dredge was hauled up at the
end of each track and moved into position to start the next track.

4.3 Sensor Data on Sediment Plume
Dispersion
During the dredging (11th of April 06:30 – 19:00 UTC), the
recorded current patterns were generally consistent between all
sensors (Figure 6). At the start of the dredging (between 06:30
and 11:00 UTC), the currents were directed towards the
southeast, with average current speeds of 2 to 3 cm s-1

(Figure 6). From 11:00 UTC onwards until the end of the
dredging at 19:00 UTC, the currents turned clockwise towards
the south, with maximum current speeds reaching 7 cm s-1. This
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 11
pattern of initial flow towards the southeast turning more to the
southwest at a later stage is depicted in progressive vector
diagrams showing cumulative displacement (Supplementary
Figure 5), where differences between the platforms become
apparent from the diverging trajectories.

In agreement with the observed current directions, the time
series of SPMmass concentration recorded at the different sensor
platforms reflect a southward entrainment of the sediment
plume. Both during and after the dredging, the sensors north
of the dredge tracks did not record increased SPM mass
concentrations but remained at the background SPM mass
concentration of 0.02 mg L-1 (Figure 7). In contrast, the
sensors south of the dredge tracks recorded repeated increases
in SPM mass concentration well above background level. The
recorded maximum SPM mass concentrations decreased with
increasing distance from the dredge area. At platforms
NIOZ_PFM-07 and RBINS_PFM-02, both 100 m south of the
dredge tracks, 5 intervals of enhanced SPM mass concentrations
of ~3 mg L-1, with maxima going up to 11 mg L-1, were recorded
between 09:00 and 18:00 UTC, and between 10:00 and 18:00
UTC, respectively (Figure 7). At sensor platforms NIOZ_PFM-
FIGURE 5 | (A) The 1-m-wide dredge track, with sediment pushed to the side. On both sides of the dredge track the blanketing of the polymetallic nodules is
observed. (B) Variability in depth of the dredge mark. In the foreground the 1-m-wide dredge only swept over the sediment surface but further down the dredge
mark deepens and more sediment was pushed sideways. The photo also shows a churned-up sediment lump in the middle of the track and an octopus behind. (C)
Sediment lumps found outside of the dredge tracks, presumably fallen from the dredge as it was hoisted up from the seafloor. (D) Photo showing NIOZ_PFM07 after
it was repositioned into the dredge track on the 12th of April. More photos are found in the SO268 cruise report (Haeckel and Linke, 2021). (Photo courtesy:
GEOMAR, ROV Team Kiel 6000).
TABLE 3 | SPM mass concentration obtained from bottom water samples at five CTD stations during cruise SO268.

Station Latitude Longitude Depth (m) Volume (L) SPM mass conc. (mg L-1)

SO268/2 – ST94 – CTD11 11°51.598‘N 117°00.839‘W 4119 4.5 15
SO268/2 – ST94 – CTD11 11°51.598‘N 117°00.839‘W 4119 4.5 15
SO268/2 – ST120 – CTD12 11°51.769‘N 117°00.739’W 4115 4.5 19
SO268/2 – ST120 – CTD12 11°51.769‘N 117°00.739’W 4115 4.5 9
SO268/2 – ST159 – CTD15 11°51.587‘N 117°00.842‘W 4120 9.0 10
SO268/2 – ST159 – CTD15 11°51.587‘N 117°00.842‘W 4120 9.0 17
SO268/2 – ST183 – CTD16 11°51.600‘N 117°00.839‘W 4120 9.0 13
SO268/2 – ST183 – CTD16 11°51.600‘N 117°00.839‘W 4120 9.0 24
SO268/2 – ST208 – CTD17 11°51.601‘N 117°00.834‘W 4118 9.0 18
SO268/2 – ST208 – CTD17 11°51.601‘N 117°00.834‘W 4118 9.0 31
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08 and NIOZ_PFM-04, located 200 m south of the dredge tracks,
the passing plumes were recorded between 10:00 and 19:30 UTC,
and between 10:00 and 14:00 UTC, respectively, with SPM mass
concentrations of ~2 mg L-1. At platforms GMR_PFM-08 and
RBINS_PFM-03, both located 300 m south of the dredge area,
the plumes were recorded from 11:30 to 20:00 UTC, and from
11:00 to 14:30 UTC, respectively, with lower SPM mass
concentrations of ~1 mg L-1, still clearly exceeding the
background SPM concentration.

The drift speed of the plumes away from the dredge area, as
inferred from the arrival times of the plume at the different
sensor platforms, is in good agreement with the current speeds
recorded close to the seafloor at that time. For example, the
maximum recorded SPM mass concentration of the first plume,
indicating the main body of the first plume, was recorded at
10:30, 11:00 and 12:00 UTC, at sensor platforms NIOZ_PFM-07
(100 m), NIOZ_PFM-08 (200 m) and GMR_PFM-08 (300 m),
respectively. This gives current speeds ranging from 2.8 to 5.6 cm
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 12
s-1, in line with the currents measured between 10:30 and 12:00
UTC by NIOZ_PFM-07 (ranging from 2.8 cm s-1 to 5.3 cm s-1).

The acoustic backscatter recorded from the lowermost
measurement bin of the Nortek Aquadopp profilers at
platforms NIOZ_PFM-07, NIOZ_PFM-08 and NIOZ_PFM-04
was compared to the OBS data from the same platforms. As
shown in Figure 7, the acoustic backscatter recorded at those
platforms displayed several sharp increases, and subsequent
decreases to background level, predominantly in parallel with
SPM mass concentration changes recorded by the OBSs.
However, we observe some differences between the acoustic
and optical data in the arrival time, peak value, and end of
successive plume events. Typically, the acoustic sensors detected
the initial increase in turbidity marking the arrival of the plume
considerably earlier than the optical sensor on the same
platform, in some cases up to one hour earlier. The maximum
turbidity within successive plume events was usually also
recorded first by the acoustic sensor, by up to an hour earlier
FIGURE 6 | Time series of current speed and direction recorded on the 11th of April by the Nortek Aquadopp profilers (bin 1 at 1.25 mab, NIOZ_PFM-02 to -08)
and the RDI Workhorse ADCPs (bin 7 at 19 mab, GMR_PFM-09 and -10, and bin 3 at 0.7 mab, NIOZ_PFM-01) located north and south of the dredge tracks. The
blue overlay indicates the time interval during which the dredging took place. The arrangement of the time series graphs corresponds with the geographical
arrangement of the sensor platforms north and south of the dredge tracks (black line through the centre).
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than the corresponding OBS sensor. The return to background
turbidity levels, however, was usually recorded at the same time
by both sensor types. This mismatch between the simultaneously
measured acoustic and optical backscatter is also evident in the
broad scatter seen in Figure 4B.

Inspection of the entire turbidity profile obtained from the
Nortek Aquadopp profilers allows estimation of the height of
the plume. The densest part of the plume stayed within 2 m
above the seafloor, but occasionally rose to 6 mab, as shown in
Figure 8 for NIOZ_PFM-08 and NIOZ_PFM-04 that were located
300 m south of the dredge tracks. The 300 kHz ADCP at platform
GMR_PFM-10, which due to its lower frequency has a larger
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 13
detection range, was installed to predominantly record coarser
grained (aggregated) particles. Unfortunately, this sensor also has
a larger blanking distance and only started recording at 5 mab.
Furthermore, the lowermost bins did not provide trustworthy data
so that good data could only be obtained from 19 mab upwards.
Thus, the RDI 300 kHz ADCPs missed the lower part of the plume,
but the 300 kHz ADCP sensor at platform GMR_PFM-10
(Figure 8) did show a peculiar backscatter pattern up to 60 mab
close to the end of the dredging at 18:00 UTC.

During the weeks after the dredging was carried out (11th April
to 13th May), we observed variable current speeds and directions, as
shown exemplarily for sensor platform NIOZ_PFM-04 in Figure 9
FIGURE 7 | Time series of SPM mass concentration as inferred from OBS measurements at 1 mab (black) and acoustic backscatter at 1.25 mab (red) recorded on
the 11th of April. The blue overlay indicates the time interval during which the dredging took place. The arrangement of the time series graphs corresponds with the
geographical arrangement of the sensor platforms north and south of the dredge tracks (black line through the centre). It should be noted that in the representation
of relative turbidity using a decibel scale, variation in the low concentration range appears disproportionally enhanced compared to variation in the high concentration
range. The observed increase in recorded turbidity by both the optical and acoustic sensors of platform NIOZ_PFM-06 in the hours before the dredging took place,
can be attributed to the sediment plume produced by lift-off of the elevator that was used for transferring sensor platforms from the ship to the seafloor. The elevator
was located 80 m NE of the platform, while current at the moment of lift-off was in southwesterly direction.
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(and for all sensor platforms in Supplementary Figure 6). Currents
were predominantly directed southward, occasionally alternating
towards the north. After the plumes had passed, we occasionally
recorded enhanced SPMmass concentrations at some of the sensor
platforms (e.g., NIOZ_PFM-04; Figure 9; Supplementary
Figure 7). These events can be linked to our own sampling and
monitoring activities at or close to the seafloor in the near vicinity of
these sensor platforms.

4.4 Visual Observations of Sediment
Deposition From the Plume
OFOS and ROV imagery showed a drape of up to a few mm of
resettled sediment (Figure 10). Observations of SLIC boxes by
ROV confirmed this observation (Figure 11 and Supplementary
Figure 1). These sediment drapes were only found in close
proximity to the dredge tracks, and were just sufficient to cover
the nodules, but not completely bury them (Figure 10C).
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Furthermore, we saw more resettled material in SLIC boxes 02,
05, 10 and 19 (in between or close to the dredge tracks; Figure 11
and Supplementary Figure 1). The thickness of the drape
rapidly diminished in a southward direction, as shown by still
images taken from SLIC boxes 01, 03, 04 and 20 (Figure 11 and
Supplementary Figure 1), as well as in OFOS imagery
(Figure 10B). No sediment cover related to the dredge
experiment was visually discernible at distances of 100 m or
more south of the dredge tracks (Figures 10A and 11). North of
the dredge tracks, a faint coverage was only found in SLIC boxes
16 and 18, whereas the other SLIC boxes did not show any
coverage (Figure 11).

4.5 Virtual 4D Data Visualisation
We compiled all gathered data for visualisation in 4D using the
web-based Digital Earth Viewer tool (Buck et al., 2021). A freely
accessible example can be found here: https://digitalearthviewer-
FIGURE 8 | Time series of acoustic backscatter (converted to dB) in the lower metres or tens of metres above the seabed (mab) recorded with Nortek Aquadopp
profilers (on NIOZ_PFM-04, -07 and -08) and the RDI Workhorse ADCP (on GMR_PFM-10) in the southern part of the sensor array, showing the vertical extent of
the sediment plume and particle swarms above the seabed. The two black lines in the figures represent the start and the end time of the dredging. The arrangement
of the time series graphs corresponds with the geographical arrangement of the sensor platforms. Note the different scale of the vertical axis for platform GMR_PFM-
10. The range-dependent gradual increase in background echo amplitude level is caused by acoustic loss corrections for spreading and absorption, which amplify
the raw signal with increasing distance from the transducer (Eq.1). Since the acoustic absorption is frequency dependent, this increase is more pronounced for
NIOZ_PFM-04, -07, and -08 (Nortek Aquadopp with 2 MHz), compared to GMR_PFM-10 (RDI ADCP with 300 kHz).
A

B

C

FIGURE 9 | Longer-term variability of current speed and direction and SPM concentration at sensor platform NIOZ_PFM-04, recorded between the 11th of April and
the 13th of May 2019, 200 m south of the dredge tracks. (A) Current speed and direction, showing predominant southeast current direction, alternating with
northerly direction. (B) Recorded SPM mass concentrations during the entire deployment period. (C) Rose diagram display of the recorded current directions.
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plume.geomar.de. This tool allows easy navigation through time
and space, and an eye-catching visualisation of the dispersion of
the sediment plume of the dredge experiment described here.
5 DISCUSSION

Our monitoring array has provided an unprecedented insight
into the spatial and temporal dispersion of anthropogenic
sediment plumes in the abyssal ocean. Compared to impact
experiments that were carried out in the past (e.g., Lavelle et al.,
1982; Peukert et al., 2018; Spearman et al., 2020; Baeye et al.,
2022), we placed many more sensors close to each other at well-
defined locations in a large spatial array around the disturbance
area. We were able to clearly detect the dispersion of the
generated plume up to at least 300 m from the disturbance
site. Using visual inspection, we observed sediment deposition up
to 100 m away from the source. The combination of
methodologies that inspect both plume sediment in suspension
and plume sediment deposition is important, as both represent
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 15
environmental pressures impacting the deep-sea ecosystem
surrounding disturbed or mining sites (Jones et al., 2017;
Washburn et al., 2019). In the following we will discuss the
observed plume dispersion and sediment deposition as well as
the strengths and weaknesses of our monitoring setup. We
conclude with thoughts and recommendations on how to
improve monitoring approaches for future larger-scale, deep-
sea mining trials.

5.1 Sediment Mobilisation and Dispersion
of the Plume
Our data show that the plume produced by the dredge
experiment initially dispersed south of the dredge tracks, as
also predicted using modelled plume dispersion probability
analysis undertaken for the time of the experiment
(Figure 3E). The sensor data show that the dredge activities of
11 hauls in total were neither recorded by the sensors as 11
discrete plume events, nor as a continuous plume of varying
intensity. The irregular series of separate plume events, separated
by shorter or longer intervals when turbidity dropped back to
FIGURE 10 | Still images acquired during seafloor imagery surveys using the OFOS. (A) No sediment coverage. (B) Faint sediment coverage. (C) Thick sediment
coverage. Data availability: Purser et al. (2021).
FIGURE 11 | Map showing the visually assessed sediment coverage of the nodules, distinguishing “no coverage” (white/no colour), “faint coverage” (light brown)
and “thick coverage” (dark brown) (Schoening et al., submitted). The isobath contour interval is 0.5 m. Pre- and post-dredge photos (left and right) of three SLIC
boxes illustrate different amounts of sediment accumulation: no coverage (box 7, top), thick coverage (box 2, middle), and faint coverage (box 1, bottom). From these
images it is clear that sediment has resettled in the troughs of the SLIC boxes, but especially in case of SLIC box 2, also forms a drape on the crests. These SLIC
boxes, designed by GEOMAR, consist of two 25x50 cm sections of corrugated iron painted white and black, contained in a 50x50x8 cm iron frame. An oblique
measuring stick was mounted on one side of each box. (Photo courtesy: GEOMAR, ROV Team Kiel 6000).
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background values, suggests that plumes produced by some of
the dredge hauls have merged, whereas some of the hauls may
not have produced significant plumes. During the initial hours of
dredging, the near-bottom current had an easterly component,
due to which the initial plumes may have bypassed the southern
sensor platforms. From the collected imagery, showing
discontinuous dredge hauls of variable depth (Figure 5), it
appears that the dredge did not scrape the seafloor evenly, but
rather moved in a bouncing manner, at times flying over the
seafloor, and at times digging more than 10 cm deep into the
seafloor. In part, this could be due to a blocking of the dredge
mouth with the very sticky deep-sea sediment, preventing further
pick-up of nodules and sediment. This has certainly affected the
amount of sediment that went into suspension, as was also
observed during a small-scale disturbance experiment by
Becker et al. (2001), who found that 80% of the sediment
mobilised by a propeller-generated water jet remained on the
seafloor. Based specifically on the field data of our study,
Purkiani et al. (2021) deduced by numerical modelling that
only approximately 4% of the sediment mobilised by the
dredge was actually brought into suspension and reached the
southern sensor platforms. Another 25% of the mobilised
sediment was deposited at short distance from the track,
leaving about 70% of the mobilised sediment in the dredge
tracks as cohesive sediment that was only pushed aside.

Both the optical and the acoustic sensors on the seafloor
detected a sequence of plume events caused by the dredging
activities. However, the patterns of recorded turbidity differ
between these two sensor types, even though the sensors were
placed less than half a metre apart on the same platform and
measured the turbidity simultaneously (Figure 7). It should be
noted that initial minor increases in acoustic backscatter,
marking the arrival of the plume and preceding the increase in
optical backscatter, may have been disproportionately
emphasised by being presented in a decibel scale. However,
differences in the response of optical and acoustic sensors have
been observed previously (e.g., Haalboom et al., 2021) and might
be related to the differing sensitivity of optical and acoustic
sensors to varying particle sizes of suspended material. We found
that OBSs are most sensitive to fine-grained particles, while the
acoustic sensors, depending on their operating frequency, tend
towards higher sensitivity for coarser particles (Section 3.4).

Given that the median particle size in the local seafloor
surface sediment is around 20 mm (Gillard et al., 2019), non-
aggregated suspended sediment particles would be close to or
below the wavelength limit of the Nortek Aquadopp profilers
operating at 2 MHz, and even more so for the 1200 kHz and 300
kHz ADCPs. Despite this, the acoustic profilers detected clear
plume signals, indicating that the plume carried sufficiently large
particles to cause measurable backscatter. The sediment plume
certainly contained primary sediment particles at the coarse end
of the particle size spectrum but very likely also aggregated fine-
grained sediment. Recent laboratory experiments by Gillard et al.
(2019) have shown that under typical deep-sea flow conditions,
aggregation of CCZ sediment particles occurs rapidly. Particle
aggregation, producing larger-sized particles at the cost of
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 16
smaller-sized particles, results in an increased intensity in the
acoustic backscatter but a decrease in optical backscatter. Settling
of larger particles would result in a decrease in acoustic
backscatter, whilst there might be no change in optical
backscatter. Aggregation occurring in the plumes as they
drifted southwards may thus account for differences in
intensity with which the plume was recorded by optical and
acoustic sensors.

The differences in arrival times of plume events as registered
by optical and acoustic sensors are, however, not explained by
differences in aggregation state of the suspended particles in the
plume. Fine-grained primary particles and coarser-grained
aggregates are both passively transported with the currents and
thus have the same horizontal velocity. Different clock times or
sampling rates of the sensors can be excluded, as all sensors were
programmed with the same UTC time and sampling rate and
observed drift in clock times amounted to less than 50 seconds
over the entire 6 weeks of the deployments. In addition, optical
and acoustic sensors recorded some of the plume events
almost simultaneously.

One possible explanation might be that the larger particles
detected acoustically before the sediment plume was detected
optically represent nektobenthos like amphipods, swarming
ahead of the advancing sediment plume, but we do not know
of any visual observations reported in the literature that might
confirm this hypothesis. Alternatively, the acoustic sensors could
have recorded a rain of sediment lumps falling out of the
sediment-laden dredge as it was lifted from the seafloor at the
end of each haul. Video imagery revealed many lumps of
cohesive sediment scattered closely around the dredge tracks
(Figure 5), but smaller parts may have been carried further away
by the currents. Released at several tens of metres above the
seafloor, where current speed is higher than at the seafloor, small
bits of cohesive sediment raining out from the dredge may have
reached the sensor platforms earlier than the plume moving
southwards close to the seafloor. In this light, the peculiar
reflection noted in the backscatter profile recorded by the 300
kHz ADCP on GMR_PFM-10 shortly after 18:00 UTC might
also be explained in this way. In the acoustic backscatter profile
recorded by the 2 MHz Aquadopp profilers at NIOZ_PFM-07,
located at 135 m from GMR_PFM-10 but 50 m closer to the
dredge tracks, a relatively intense vertical reflection was also
observed just before 18:00 UTC.

While the hypotheses above try to explain what may be
merely a side-effect of our dredge experiment, they highlight
an important advantage of using acoustic profilers over optical
sensors for recording turbidity. While optical sensors produce
point measurements of turbidity, the acoustic sensors allow
monitoring turbidity over a distance of metres to tens of
metres away from the sensor head. Upward-looking acoustic
profilers detect the vertical extent of the plumes. With a caveat
that some of the backscatter signals may in fact represent
showers of sediment falling out of the dredge, we postulate
that the sediment plumes 300 m south of the dredge tracks
extended 2-6 m above the seafloor (Figure 8). This is higher than
the 0.96 to 1.6 m inferred by Peukert et al. (2018) for a plume
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produced with an epibenthic sledge (EBS) in the same study area,
or the 1.5 to 2 m height of an EBS plume reported by Greinert
(2015) in the Peru Basin. But these previous estimates were based
on observations made at short distances of maximum 50 m from
the plume source, where the plume had little time to extend
vertically into the water column by turbulent mixing, while our
monitoring setup spread over a distance of 300 m.

Our time series of turbidity extend until 13th May, covering a
period of one month after the dredging was performed
(Figure 9). Data from this period do not show any signals of
enhanced turbidity which cannot be explained by nearby ROV
operations or bottom sampling gear. We have not recorded
additional signals of plume dispersion even when the near-
bottom current turned to a northerly direction in the day
following dredging. We assume that the plume had already
largely settled out at this stage and had been diluted with
ambient water and was no longer detectable by the sensors, or
that tails of the plumes may have bypassed the area where our
sensors were positioned. By exponential extrapolation of the
decrease in observed peak SPM mass concentrations with
increasing distance from the dredge tracks, we estimate that
the plume concentration dropped below the detection limit of
our sensors within a distance of one kilometre from the source.
With an average current speed of 4 cm s-1 this corresponds to a
transit time of less than 7 hours.

From the lack of any natural increase in turbidity in the weeks
after the dredging, and the lack of a notable increase in near-bed
current velocity, it can be inferred that the mesoscale eddy which
was observed passing over our study area either had not reached
the seafloor within the time interval that our sensors were
deployed, or that it did not affect the deep water column and
seafloor. Observed near-bottom current speeds in the CCZ
generally do not exceed the critical threshold of 15 cm s-1

required for resuspension of unconsolidated sediment from the
seafloor (Thomsen and Gust, 2000). During the passage of strong
eddies, current speeds near the bottom have been observed to
increase significantly (up to 24 cm s-1; Aleynik et al., 2017). This
would be high enough to resuspend freshly deposited plume
sediment and spread it out over a larger area than where it had
initially settled. The eddy that passed the study area after our
experiment was only of moderate size. The centre of the eddy at
the sea surface passed the area at the beginning of May (Purkiani
et al., in review). According to Purkiani et al. (2020), the effect of
the eddy at the seafloor in ~ 4 km depth would be expected 2 to 4
weeks later, which in our case would mean a date when our
sensors had already been recovered from the seafloor. Even so, a
model simulation by Purkiani et al. (in review), shows that the
effect of this specific eddy most likely only reached down to 1500
m water depth.

5.2 Visual Observations of Plume Sediment
Deposition
In agreement with the pattern of decreasing turbidity with
distance from the dredge tracks, the photos of SLIC boxes and
the OFOS and ROV imagery indicate a successive decrease in
thickness of sediment deposition away from the dredge tracks,
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reflecting successive sediment resettlement. Although not
quantitative, this proved helpful to illustrate the likely spatial
distribution of visible sediment deposition on the seafloor
(Figure 11), which is complementary to the information on
the dispersion of the sediment plume as derived from sensor
records. However, while the sensors recorded plume dispersion
at least to a distance of 300 m to the south of the dredge tracks,
seafloor imagery only tracked sediment deposition to 100 m
from the source. Deposition became too thin to be observed
visually beyond that.

Our results indicate that low-tech tools to measure sediment
deposition, such as SLIC boxes, could be useful to assess the
thickness of sediment blanketing after mining activities, when
combined with large-scale seafloor imaging activities. However,
these tools can only map and quantify strong sediment
deposition of ca. 1 mm and more. Therefore, with the small
amount of mobilised sediment in our study, these SLIC boxes
could only be used for a qualitative assessment of sediment
resettlement. Furthermore, the resettled sediment did not only
fill the troughs of the corrugated iron bottom plate of the SLIC
boxes, but also settled on the crests, which additionally impedes
quantitative assessment of deposited sediment thickness.
Optimally, imaging of SLIC boxes could be combined with
efficient AUV image mapping surveys, enabling the
reconstruction of seafloor mosaics at square-kilometre-scale.
Such mosaics allow the establishment of a complete, yet
qualitative, picture of sediment deposition. In contrast, ROV
and OFOS imaging surveys are ineffective due to their low
cruising speed. As a towed system, OFOS additionally suffers
from reduced navigation control, potentially missing the targeted
SLIC box locations.

5.3 Quantification of the Suspended
Material Load
For the dispersion of mobilised sediment in suspension, it is
important that at any given location the variability in mass
concentration through time can be properly quantified from
the different acoustic and optical turbidity measurements. In
order to obtain estimates of SPM mass concentration we (inter)
calibrated the sensors (Section 3.3) that had differing
measurement ranges (0-25 NTU, 0-125 NTU, 0-500 NTU, 0-
1000 FTU) using a seven-step approach from 0 mg L-1 to 1640
mg L-1 providing a sufficient range for the broad-range
JFE Advantech and Seapoint sensors. The results showed a
very convincing linear relationship between SPM mass
concentrations and corresponding turbidity recorded by these
optical sensors (Figure 4A). However, only the 4 lowest
calibration steps were in the measuring range of the most
sensitive sensors, such as the WetLabs FLNTU sensors
mounted on the BoBo lander and the Seapoint OBSs on the
RBINS platforms (Table 2), whilst all higher steps were beyond
their saturation level. In general, it is challenging to perform
calibration at very low SPM mass concentrations in a multi-
purpose lab onboard a research vessel, as small amounts of dirt
contaminating the water compromised the measurement in the
low turbidity range. As a result, the SPM mass concentrations
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measured by filtration of the water of the lowest calibration level
was 5.4 mg L-1, which is significantly higher than the 0.017 mg L-
1 ± 0.006 mg L-1 measured by filtration of Niskin samples of the
local near-bottom water. Even though the regression lines were
forced through zero, inaccuracies still produced a lowermost
SPMmass concentration as inferred from the OBSs of 0.1 mg L-1.

Better calibration results might have been obtained by
mounting turbidity sensors on the CTD and lowering these into
water masses of different turbidity and SPM mass concentration,
whilst simultaneously taking water samples for filtering and later
lab analyses. As shown by Haalboom et al. (2021), this approach
produced good results in the Whittard submarine canyon, where
widely differing turbidity levels have been encountered over an
extent of hundreds of metres in the vertical water column. In our
study, turbidity levels were extremely low from the base of the
permanent thermocline at 1 km down to the seafloor at more than
4 km water depth. Unfortunately, it was not possible to lower the
CTD into the plume generated by the dredge, mainly because the
plume had already drifted away before the dredge was brought
back on board and the CTD could be lowered to the seafloor (ca.
4 h). Furthermore, taking water samples very close to the seafloor
in more than 4 km depth with a conventional CTD lowered by a
winch is practically very difficult without touching the seafloor and
stirring up additional sediment from the seafloor. Even with good
real-time depth and altimeter readings from the CTD and heave-
compensated winch, standard practice is to lower the CTD not
closer than 5 m above the seafloor. Therefore, the ex-situ
calibration as performed in this study is a good method for the
calibration of the optical backscatter sensors but can still be
improved in the future. We infer that more calibration steps are
needed, and that the calibration exercise should ideally be
performed in a clean room to prevent contamination, especially
in the low turbidity range. It needs to be ensured that surface
sediment from the same location is used, as physical properties of
the suspended material will influence the recorded turbidity signal
(Guillen et al., 2000). A drawback is that physical characteristics of
sampled surface sediment will be slightly different from the
suspended sediment, as coarser-grained particles settle out
rapidly. Moreover, inhomogeneity of the suspension in the
calibration container might also have introduced a larger
variability in the determined SPM concentration, especially as
only small sample sizes were taken (36.12 ± 0.57 mL). Using a
larger sample volume size could reduce this variability.

Whereas establishment of a regression function for OBS
turbidity records was straightforward, the quantification of the
acoustic backscatter signal proved to be difficult. In a study on
SPM dynamics in the Whittard Canyon, Haalboom et al. (2021)
found a clear correlation between optical backscatter recorded with
WetLabs FLNTU and JFE Advantech OBSs and the acoustic
backscatter recorded by a Nortek Aquadopp 1 MHz current
profiler. After converting the optical backscatter signal to SPM
mass concentration, the acoustic backscatter signal could be
correlated via a logarithmic function. Such an approach does not
appear to be appropriate in the case of our dredge plume
experiment, due to the widely differing responses of the optical
and acoustic sensors (Figure 7). This lack of correlation is likely
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related to the same unknown effect that caused the acoustic sensors
to record a signal one hour prior to the OBS sensors (Section 5.1).
Thus, it was not possible to convert the acoustic backscatter to SPM
mass concentration, although this signal did prove very useful in
determining the plume height. For monitoring purposes of mining
plumes, it remains important to quantify SPM mass concentration
within the water column, highlighting the need for calibration of
acoustic sensors and/or setting up vertical lines of multiple optical
sensors e.g., using a mooring approach.

5.4 Recommendations for Future Mining-
Related Plume Monitoring
The sensors and setup approaches used worked well in our small-
scale dredge experiment and provided insight in the dispersion of
a relatively small and short-lived suspended sediment plume in
an abyssal setting. The collected data formed the basis for
validating and calibrating a numerical model that provides a
more comprehensive insight into the dispersion of the suspended
sediment in the plume and its subsequent deposition (Purkiani
et al., 2021). In this last section of the discussion, we evaluate the
monitoring setup and provide recommendations for the
monitoring of future, larger-scale disturbance experiments and
potential mining activities. When doing so, it should be borne in
mind that the ~0.03 km2 of seafloor in which we deployed our
dredge is only a fraction of the areas of seafloor expected to be
directly impacted by mining tests and full-scale mining, not
counting the surrounding areas under influence of sediment
plumes. The DEME-GSR trials of the Patania II pre-prototype
nodule collector conducted in spring 2021 were directly
impacting a seafloor area of max 0.1 km2 in the German and
Belgian contract areas in the CCZ (GSR, 2018; BGR Bundanstalt
für Geowissenschaften und Rohstoffe, 2018), while future full-
scale mining is expected to impact several hundreds of km2 of
ocean seafloor per mining operation per year (Smith et al., 2008;
Weaver et al., 2022). In addition to the much larger spatial scale
of future mining operations, the amount of sediment mobilised
and dispersed by industrial nodule collectors will also be much
larger than by our dredge. Whereas the thickness of the sediment
layer mobilised by the dredge and by industrial collectors may be
comparable, the different width and operational speed of the
dredge (1 m, 0.2 m s-1) compared to industrial mining
equipment (Patania II pre-prototype nodule collector vehicle;
4 m, 0.5 m s-1; full-scale nodule collector vehicle 16 m, 0.5 m s-1;
GSR, 2018) will result in a 10-40 times larger sediment
mobilisation. While we observed that the dredge tended to
push much of the sediment in its path aside as a cohesive mass
rather than dispersing it in the water, the hydraulic nodule
collector systems currently developed for industrial mining will
mix the sediment taken up with the nodules with water and
discharge it as a thoroughly dispersed suspension. This will result
in much higher SPM mass concentrations within the initial
sediment plume as compared to the dredge plume. Unless
solutions are found for effectively retaining the spreading of
sediment plumes, industrial mining plumes will disperse orders
of magnitude more sediment over much larger distances than
observed in our dredge experiment.
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5.4.1 Sensor Array Layout
5.4.1.1 Static Sensor Layout
We found that a realistic and integrated modelling effort on
plume dispersion, including a module for sediment transport
and aggregation as described by Purkiani et al. (2021) and
illustrated in Figure 3, is a prerequisite to determine the most
effective sensor layout. Based on probability maps for plume
dispersion and deposition, sensors can be distributed along the
main axes or gradients of plume transport and SPM mass
concentration. However, we also recommend deploying
sensors in the less probable direction of plume transport, as
current directions are highly variable especially on short time
scale (e.g., Aleynik et al., 2017; Figure 9 of this study).
Furthermore, such sensors are required to register and ensure
that no sediments dispersed in those directions.

5.4.1.2 Dynamic Sensor Layout
During future larger-scale impact experiments or mining activities,
sensor deployments will require more flexibility as compared to the
static sensor array used in our study. Here, a minimum distance of
100 m from the dredge tracks was deemed relatively safe for the
deployment of the sensor platforms. In a larger-scale (test) mining
operation, however, the distance at which fixed sensor platforms can
be considered safe at all timesmaybehundreds ofmetres or even one
ormorekilometres fromthedisturbance site.Despite the larger sizeof
theplume,muchof its suspended loadwill alreadyhave settled before
the plume reaches the first sensor platforms, and thus important
information on how the plume develops from the nearfield to the far
field will be lost. Therefore, in scenarios for future monitoring of
deep-sea extractive activities (e.g., Aguzzi et al., 2019), AUVs with
integrated turbidity sensors are envisioned as a suitable tool for
dynamic monitoring of the seafloor and sediment plumes. Since
AUVs do not produce a synoptic image of plume dispersion but will
create short-term single spot measurements, it is recommendable to
combine AUVplumemapping with the deployment offixed sensors
thatproducecontinuous times seriesof current speedanddirectionas
well as turbidity close to the seafloor.

Multibeam systems mounted on AUVs could also help to
monitor the dispersion of sediment plumes over larger spatial
scales. Generally, multibeam systems are used to map the
bathymetry or roughness of the seafloor (e.g., Lurton, 2002),
but water column reflection may also be used for the detection of
suspended material (e.g., Best et al., 2010; Simmons et al., 2010;
Fromant et al., 2021). During the SO268 expedition, a small
experiment was carried out in which a multibeam system was
mounted on the ROV, together with an OBS. The ROV thrusters
were used to stir up sediment from the seafloor, which served as a
target for the multibeam systems (Supplement Figure 8).
Although the principle of the approach could be proved, ship
time constraints did not allow for optimisation of the method.

5.4.2 Types of Monitoring Tools
5.4.2.1 Visual Monitoring
Seafloor imagery obtained by both ROV and OFOS deployments
proved to be useful to visualise plume-related sediment
deposition on the seafloor. The SLIC boxes provided
qualitative information on the amount of settled sediment, and
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we infer that they may be especially efficient to assess the amount
of sediment deposition associated with larger-scale (mining)
activities. Moreover, time-lapse cameras may prove to be useful
in the case that a gravity flow forms (dependent on sediment
concentration and topography), or if the plume stays below the
lowermost mounted sensors, to complement to the overall
picture of the plume dispersion. Furthermore, the usage of
AUVs for visual monitoring is recommended, as larger
distances can be covered more easily.

5.4.2.2 Sensor-Based Monitoring
Optical backscatter sensors are a good choice for monitoring of
the SPM mass concentration, as the recorded signal of these
sensors is more easily quantified. Moreover, as demonstrated,
upward-looking acoustic profilers provided useful information
on plume height and turbidity gradients. The choice of the type
of acoustic profilers is not trivial, however, as the acoustic
frequency at which the sensor operates determines its
sensitivity for a certain range in particle sizes. Ideally, acoustic
profilers operating at different frequencies should be combined:
high frequency for profiling of dispersed fine-grained suspended
sediment and low frequency for profiling of the larger
(aggregated) particles, as well as plankton and nekton.
Alternatively, a multifrequency acoustic sensor could be used
for this purpose. To corroborate the particle-size dependency of
optical and acoustic backscatter sensors, in-situ particle sizers
such as LISST (Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry)
and particle cameras could probably be helpful (e.g., Sternberg
et al., 1996; Mikkelsen et al., 2005; Roberts et al., 2018).
Furthermore, the blanking distance of the acoustic signal
received from close to the sensor head should be taken into
account. When upwardly mounted at the seafloor, low frequency
profilers, such as the 300 kHz ADCP used in our study, will
always miss the lowermost metres above the seafloor where SPM
mass concentration of the plume is highest. Alternatively, the
profilers could be mounted to look down at several metres height
above the seafloor. However, in this configuration interference of
the acoustic beams with the seafloor could potentially lead to
invalid data in the lowermost bins.

5.4.3 Calibration of the Recorded Backscatter Signal
For all types of turbidity sensors used, both optical and acoustic,
calibration to the specific type of suspended material relevant for
the experiment or mining site is necessary to convert relative
units of optical and acoustic backscatter to absolute SPM mass
concentration. Ideally, sensors should be mounted on a CTD-
Rosette and lowered into plume waters of different SPM mass
concentration. However, this might prove to be difficult, due to
uncertainties related to the location of the mining plume or the
low height of the plume above the seafloor. Onboard calibration
in suspensions made of local surface sediment and bottom water
are a suitable alternative, at least for optical sensors that can be
immersed in a relatively small volume of suspension. However,
the particle size distribution in the suspension may not be
completely comparable to that of the in-situ sediment plume
produced at the seafloor, thereby affecting the amount of optical
backscatter. If the local surface sediment contains a significant
June 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 882155
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fraction of coarse silt and sand, the coarse fraction will settle out
rapidly leaving only the finer fraction in suspension, whereas in
the calibration container vigorous stirring will keep the coarser
fraction in suspension. Furthermore, in the plume at the seafloor,
the suspended sediment will rapidly aggregate, whereas this is
prevented during the lab calibration.

Acoustic sensors, which in practice cannot be calibrated in the
lab, may be calibrated by reference to simultaneously recorded,
optical backscatter converted to SPMmass concentration. However,
the relationship between optical backscatter and SPM mass
concentration is probably not as constant as is often assumed, as
optical backscatter is also dependent on suspended particle size
distribution (e.g., Downing, 2006). Whereas this approach worked
well in other settings (Haalboom et al., 2021), we suspect that the
presence of non-plume sediment particles shed from the dredge
interfered with plume-related signals in our present study. In view
of the advantages that acoustic profilers can potentially offer for
plume monitoring, further efforts towards a proper calibration of
these sensors are certainly needed.
6 CONCLUSION

A small-scale dredge experiment was carried out in the German
contract area for polymetallic nodule exploration in the CCZ in
April 2019 to test a setup strategy for the monitoring of sediment
plumes produced by deep-sea mining machinery. The monitoring
strategy included the placement of an array of turbidity sensors and
current meters on the seafloor at different distances and in different
directions from the plume source, in combination with seafloor
photo and video surveying. The collected data provided valuable
insights into the dispersion of the plume of sediment mobilised by
the dredge by bottom currents and subsequent deposition on the
seafloor. Our findings in brief:

• Against the close-to-zero natural background turbidity in the
dredge area, the plume of suspended sediment produced a
distinct signal in recorded optical and acoustic backscatter,
which was likely detectable to greater distances from the
source than the 300 m at which our most distal sensors
were placed. However, redeposited sediment could be
discerned visually from seafloor imagery to no more than
100 m from the source.

• Calibration of optical backscatter sensors on board the
research vessel, using suspensions made with local seafloor
sediment and bottom water, allowed conversion of recorded
optical backscatter measurements into absolute mass
concentration of suspended sediment. It should be noted,
however, that aggregation of fine-grained suspended
sediment into larger aggregates may result in a reduction of
optical backscatter.

• Acoustic backscatter recorded with upward-looking current
profilers gave insight into the vertical extent of the dredge
plume above the seafloor. In comparison to optical sensors,
current profilers have the distinct advantage that they
produce profiles of backscatter (suspended matter) over a
range of metres in the case of high-frequency profilers, to
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 20
potentially hundreds of metres in the case of low-frequency
profilers. However, there are noticeable differences in the
detection and sensitivity of acoustic and optical backscatter
sensors to different sizes of suspended particles.

• Acoustic backscatter sensors cannot be easily calibrated to
obtain SPM mass concentration due to the long range of the
emitted acoustic signal. High-frequency acoustic profilers,
which have a particle-size sensitivity overlapping that of
optical backscatter sensors, may be calibrated indirectly by
reference to optical backscatter recorded simultaneously in an
overlapping spatial range. In our dredge plume experiment,
however, this indirect calibration did not produce satisfying
results, likely due to interference by larger sediment particles
produced unintentionally during the dredging process.

• In-situ particle sizers and/or particle cameras need to be
deployed simultaneously with optical and acoustic sensors
to further establish the particle-size dependency of optical and
acoustic backscatter.

• The optical and acoustic sensors used in our small-scale
dredge experiment proved suitable for plume monitoring,
but upscaling of the monitoring array will be necessary to
encompass the much larger area affected by test- or full-scale
mining. A more dynamic deployment of sensors would be
preferable, for example on platforms that can be placed
forward or retracted backward dependent on the retreat or
advance of the frontline of active mining. In addition, AUVs
appear well-suited for such dynamic plume monitoring,
especially when equipped with acoustic profilers capable of
recording vertical profiles of turbidity.
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